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I. INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

This Addendum discusses the inspection requirements for dangerous waste management units within the B Plant Complex.

I.1 B Plant Complex Cell 4 Tank System(S) and Containment Building

Permittees will carry out the inspection requirements for the B Plant Complex Cell 4 tank system(s) and containment building as described in the HFFACO primary document Surveillance and Maintenance Plan for the 221-B Facility (B Plant) Complex, DOE/RL-99-24, current revision [and as hereinafter amended], which is by this reference incorporated under the terms of Permit Condition I.A.4. Changes to DOE/RL-99-24 are not subject to the Permit modification procedures of Permit Condition I.C.3 or WAC 173-303-830, but are subject to the primary document process of the HFFACO.